
RISK DISCLOSURE
SOW-Coin  & Rx SeedCoin

A. ABOUT RX SEED COIN & SOW-COIN

The Rx SeedCoin Organization, hereinafter refereed to as “Organization,” will utilize any funds from the sale of 
SOW Coins (to include Wrapped SOW coins, aka, WSOW) in whatever means that management deems is 
necessary, legal and legitimate in order to help people according to the mission of the Organization as 
expressed in public statements and white papers and in a way that in intended to build the community and 
support of SOW Coin users. While management intends to maintain full accounting of the Organization’s income
and expenses, which may include audits, there is no offer or guaranty that any of this information will be made 
public or otherwise made available to SOW Coin holders at any time. Anyone who purchases, holds, trades or 
transacts using SOW Coin is said to be Engaging with the coin and those who Engage in SOW Coin understand 
and agree that holding and using SOW Coin does not guarantee any type of tangible value or returns and is 
therefore very risky. Bitcoin has managed to attain a significant market capitalization without any specific mission
or goal, but because of it’s perceived utility. By Engaging with SOW Coin you agree that SOW Coin is an 
experimental coin that is intended to see what if any utility and value can be created within a community of like 
minded coin holders who want to make compassion for others and helping and supporting one another other the 
centerpiece of value around the SOW Coin, which also has similar utility and functionality as Bitcoin.  The idea of
SOW Coin is intended to leverage favorable market conditions that are being witnessed today for “Crypto 
Currencies” and it is important to realize that these favorable sentiments and conditions may not exist in the 
future and may not even be experienced by SOW Coin at all.  

The particular value of SOW Coin itself is based purely on the good intentions and the integrity of the 
participants in the Organization and their intentions to do good works and their success in doing good works, 
however good intentions and success should not be confused with tangible assets or any other potential “return 
on investment”. By Engaging with SOW Coin you understand and agree that SOW Coin may be traded on one 
or more exchange platforms, some of which may be out of the control of the Organization and therefor the value 
or liquidity of SOW Coin is dependent exclusively on the market for SOW Coin and that the SOW Coin is not a 
stock, share or security and as such there is no underlying assets or shares of profit or anything else that adds 
any value to the SOW Coin itself other than support from the market by users of the SOW Coin.  By purchasing 
SOW Coin you said to be Engaging with the SOW Coin and as such, you fully understand, acknowledge and 
agree that the funds being supplied by you for the purchase and Engagement with anything associated with 
SOW Coin(s) are funds that the you can afford to lose.  

B. SOW-COIN IS NOT A SECURITY

By Engaging with SOW Coin you fully understand that buying SOW Coin is speculative and is not secured by 
any tangible surety other than SOW Coin, the value of which is entirely dependent on the support of people for 
the concept and the works of the Organization and the goals of the Organization to sustain itself through 
development projects; and as such there may be no other recourse for you to collect the repayment of equal 
value for your purchase of SOW Coin if the works of the Organization fails to gain sufficient market capitalization 
and liquidity for SOW Coin.

A legal opinion letter has been obtained by a U.S. Law-firm the specifically advises that SOW-Coin is not a 
security but rather a utility token that represents membership in the SOW Community.  That legal opinion letter 
can be viewed at: http://rxseedcoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/SeedCoinRXOpinion_notSecurity.pdf

C. ENGAGING WITH RX SEED COIN & SOW-COIN

Furthermore, buy purchasing SOW Coin, you understand and agree that:

1. The Rx SeedCoin Organization is a For-Profit Block Chain Technology enterprise that seeks to leverage SOW
Coin to build a community of coin holders that uplift each other and help bare each others burdens, but there is 
guarantee that this community will materialize.  

2. Rx SeedCoin seeks to “make-a-market” in it’s own coin by using the proceeds from the sale of the SOW Coin
in whatever manner the Principal  Leaders of  the Organization see fit  to engage in both humanitarian relief

http://rxseedcoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/SeedCoinRXOpinion_notSecurity.pdf


efforts, as well  as sustainable business projects, such as sales of  NFT’s,  clean renewable energy projects,
provision of  temporary housing,  provision of  food and food sources and many other  projects.   There is no
guarantee that any of the Organizations projects will be successful at all.

3. Every communication made from Rx SeedCoin and it’s Principals, either as an organization or individually in,
press releases, or via social media or any other method of delivery into the public discussion space, should be
considered as in intention or goal rather than an express commitment to successfully perform any specific task
or project. Nobody knows what may be necessary in the future in order for Rx SeedCoin to successfully
engage in it’s missions, and statements about ongoing projects, ideas or missions are purely speculative and
should only be considered as intentions and not a binding contract or agreement.

4. All efforts by the Organization are on a best efforts basis only.

5.Any  statements  made  by  the  Organization  which  are  not  historical  facts  contain  certain  forward-looking
statements, concerning potential developments affecting the business, prospects, financial condition and other
aspects of the Organization. The actual results of the specific items described in any public communication by
the Principals of the Organization, and the Organization's operations generally, may differ materially from what is
projected in such forward-looking statements. Although such statements are based upon the best judgments of
management of the Organization as of the date of releases, significant deviations in magnitude, timing and other
factors  may  result  from  business  risks  and  uncertainties  including,  without  limitation,  the  Organziation's
dependence  on third  parties,  general  market  and  economic  conditions,  technical  factors,  the  availability  of
outside capital, receipt of revenues and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of the Organization.
The Organization disclaims any obligation to update the information contained in any forward-looking statement.
No  public  announcement  or  press  release  shall  not  be  deemed  a  general  solicitation.      
 


